FRANKE H

Facts & Figures

Enjoyment at the touch of a button
STANDARD FEATURES
Elegant metallic graphite and chrome design
Stainless steel surface for cup storage
Low-noise hardened steel conical grinder
Selectable and adjustable multistage coarseness setting
Digital display for easy operation
One-touch Cappuccino-Function “Cappuccinatore”

TASTY COFFEE
CUP AFTER CUP

Makes up to two products simultaneously
Individually programmable coffee recipes
height-adjustable coffee-/Milk spout/hot water
3-stage temperature programming
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Individual choice of aroma, 5-stage, as well for 2 cups (coarseness amount)
Automatic hygienic- maintenance program (flushing, cleaning, decalcify)
Automatic rinse function for the milk frother “Cappuccinatore”
ECO-Mode und 0-Watt-energy-saving off-switch
Removable water tank, ca 1.8 litres
Automatic level monitoring including beans sensor
Cup spotlight for eyes savour
Incl. Claris fresh water filter, cleaning tabs, portioning spoon
Options
Thermo Milk container (0.5 liters)
Technical data
Daily output

30–50 cups/day

Annual output

max. 10,000 cups / year

Bean hopper

250 g

Water tank

1.8 l

W x D x H (mm)

241 x 491 x 334 mm

Electrical connection
Model

Franke H

Franke Kaffeemaschinen AG
Franke Strasse 9
4663 Aarburg
Switzerland
Fon +41 62 787 36 07
Fax +41 62 787 30 10
www.franke.com

Electrical connection

Power

220 V–240 V 50–60 Hz

1465 W

220 V 50 Hz

1350 W

220 V 60 Hz

1350 W

EASY TO USE

THE HEART AND SOUL
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Franke H is the compact super-automatic
coffee machine for every budget. Perfect for
small workplaces and hospitality. A perfect
cup of coffee, a delicious Cappuccino or
Latte Macchiato from the Franke H satisfies
staff and customers alike.
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The clever design and the easy to use digital control
panel transform the preparation of coffee into pure pleasure.
Whether making a Cappuccino or running the machine care
program – the simple operating symbols guarantee an easy,
carefree and enjoyable coffee experience.

LET THERE BE LIGHT
The Franke H is a real delight for all your senses. During the
coffee making process the cup is placed in the spotlight:
the cup illumination feature add a touch of elegance to your
favourite cups and let your eyes savour the experience.

ENJOYMENT AT THE TOUCH
OF A BUTTON
The one-touch “Cappuccinatore” function lets you prepare
a uniquely creamy Cappuccino or delicious Latte Macchiato
at the touch of a button. With the “Cappuccinatore Duo”
you can even prepare two drinks simultaneously. The aroma,
mixing ratio and recipe can be set individually for each
coffee speciality.
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5 ALWAYS FRESH

adjustable outlet
Beautiful, easy and practical: the high adjustable coffee outlet
accommodates small and large cups and even a glass for your
favourite Latte Macchiato.
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ALWAYS FRESH
The automatic water-and steam-rinsing function guarantees a
reliable and hygienic machine operation. This way your coffee
creations always taste delicious and fresh.
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